Comparative genome analysis reveals a distinct influence of nucleotide composition on virus-host species-specific interaction of prawn-infecting nodavirus.
Discovery of species-specific interaction between the host and virus has drawn the interest of many researchers to study the evolution of the newly emerged virus. Comparative genome analysis provides insights of the virus functional genome evolution and the underlying mechanisms of virus-host interactions. The analysis of nucleotide composition signified the evolution of nodavirus towards host specialization in a host-specific mutation manner. GC-rich genome of betanodavirus was significantly deficient in UpA and UpU dinucleotides composition, whilst the AU-rich genome of gammanodavirus was deficient in CpG dinucleotide. The capsid of MrNV and PvNV of gammanodavirus retains the highest abundance of adenine and uracil at the second codon position, respectively, which were found to be very distinctive from the other genera. ENC-GC3 plot inferred the influence of natural selection and mutational pressure in shaping the evolution of MrNV RdRp and capsid, respectively. Furthermore, CAI/eCAI analysis predicts a comparable adaptability of MrNV in squid, Sepia officinalis than its natural host, Macrobrachium rosenbergii. Thus, further study is warranted to investigate the capacity of MrNV replication in S. officinalis owing to its high codon adaptation index.